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Abstract
Literature and practice show a huge interest in modelling pedestrian behaviour, especially in public
spaces. The most relevant applications are thereby traffic control, safety, and public security.
Understanding the existing frameworks and finding possible measures and parameters for the models
are a prerequisite to build a realistic model but very challenging. A literature review was conducted to
collect, discuss and compare well-known and frequently cited models in order to derive implications
for future models. The models were analysed from multiple points of view, namely the abstraction
level, environment space, and behaviour types. Their parameterization was considered on both levels:
microscopic and macroscopic. Advantages and disadvantages, difficulties and solution approaches of
existing models were studied and discussed. Also, the data foundation is discussed, as a model should
not only depend on artificial data and assumptions, which might lightly represent the subjective
opinion of the model builder. Some technical approaches are proposed to overcome this difficulty. An
analysis of various publications brings a structural and detailed perception about modelling pedestrian
behaviour in crowds.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The simulation of pedestrian behaviour has gained considerable interest in the last decades.
The ability to simulate the behaviour and motion of crowds is not only cheaper but also less
dangerous than real life experiments. Results are of interest to various institutions and
companies, such as constructors of buildings, airplanes and ships; operators of large public
constructions or mass events; or providers of public transport systems. Such system models
allow for simulating evacuation scenarios in advance, discovering possible existing problems
and optimizing plans [1]. Furthermore, the simulation of passengers’ behaviour in public
places compared to abnormal behaviour is of great interest for identifying possible terrorist
threats.
Although several existing models have shown good results, there is no standard model for
every situation. Building such models is therefore challenging each time, as there are no
guidelines for setting the models’ dimensions and parameters. By showing advantages and
disadvantages of the existing models, this review offers an opportunity to learn from previous
theory on a subject and understand it quickly. Additionally, difficulties in modelling
pedestrian behaviour and their solution approaches will be shown and discussed. It is a
precondition to build a realistic model or to improve an existing model fitting to a given
situation.
Due to the increase in computational power over the past few decades, simulations of
huge crowds are much more feasible today. However, the parameterization of such models is
a challenging task, as behaviour and therefore data is extremely heterogeneous, difficult to
access and it varies from sector to sector. It is therefore necessary to analyse existing
empirical research to find possible measures and parameters for models. Additionally, it is
https://doi.org/10.2507/IJSIMM16(4)6.399
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decisive to pay attention to the model size for a long-term use, which is strongly related to the
model complexity in most of time [2], and to understand correctly the contexts of existing
models such as the characteristics of models and the modeller’s skills [3]. A model becomes
more complicated if the modeller is not the model user [3].
Literature shows that pedestrian behaviour adapts accordingly to the experienced
situations. Zheng et al. [4] collected and divided typical phenomena into two situations:
normal situations and emergencies. In normal situations, the typical phenomena are e.g.
jamming, bi-direction movement, side-stepping, lane formation and free flow while in
emergencies they are e.g. arching, clogging, following behaviour and faster-is-slower [4]. It
is more difficult to model and simulate pedestrian behaviour in public than in private places.
Since a pedestrian is used to a given situation, he reacts rather automatically and determined
by his experience.
A brief overview on existing research will be given in the article at hand. Some wellknown and frequently cited models will be discussed from multiple points of view, namely
abstraction level, environment space and behaviour types. Section 2 analyses existing
empirical research, experiments and considers both the microscopic and the macroscopic level
of description. In addition, it considers not only normal situations but also panic situations i.e.
caused by fear in emergency situations or overcrowded places. Section 3 continues with the
modelling approaches divided by the environment space, which are either space-discrete or
space-continuous, to provide insights also in the modelling perspective. Section 4 considers
the models according to behaviour type of pedestrians, which are either pre-programed rules
based or learning techniques based as indicated by recent research. Finally, conclusions are
given and the need for further research is discussed.

2. ABSTRACTION LEVEL
Although many people assume human behaviour to be very irregular and unpredictable,
which may be true for extremely complex situations, it is possible to make some general rules
for movement. According to the abstraction level, one might analyse this behaviour either on
a microscopic, or on a macroscopic level.
2.1 Microscopic level
To react to their environment and sidestep obstacles, pedestrians observe their surroundings
subconsciously [5]. This scanning area has the shape of “an ellipse which is narrow to either
side of the individual and longest in front of him or her” [6]. The results of that scanning
combined with the personal interests and aims of the individual are the stimulus which leads
the person to physical reactions or behavioural changes. Incoming information is processed
by the individual before a reaction is undertaken. Therefore, all alternatives of action are
generally assessed in order to maximize utility. In a process called information processing,
these alternatives complicate the definition of the term “utility maximization” and make it
harder to simulate. It is simpler to find an action, capable of maximizing the expected reward
on the one step than one capable of producing a better total reward in a long run under an
uncertain environment [7]. An example of such observation is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Best action on single step versus maximal utility in long run [8].

The result of the information processing is a decision, which together with the necessary
motivation, leads to a reaction to the incoming stimulus. This sequence is also shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of processes leading to behavioural changes [9].

The shape of the observation ellipse is constantly changing [5], which makes its modelling
even harder. Moreover, walking pedestrians only take detours or move opposite to their
desired direction with strong reluctance, even if the direct way is crowded [10]. There is also
evidence that people normally tend to choose the fastest route to their next target and not
necessarily the shortest one [11]. Helbing et al. determined more generally that pedestrians
consider both detours and their “walking comfort” to minimize the effort [12]. The routes
could be approximated by polygons and are influenced by the inertia of the individual [9, 10].
Every pedestrian prefers an individual walking speed, which is considered as being most
comfortable (i.e. referring to energy consumption) [10]. This desired speed is affected by
many factors. Personal characteristics, i.e. gender, age, size or health of the pedestrian, trip
characteristics, i.e. purpose, route awareness, luggage or length of the trip, infrastructure
properties, i.e. type, grade, attractiveness of environment or shelter, and environmental
characteristics, i.e. ambient or weather conditions [5]. In addition, the walking speed of an
individual also depends on the pedestrian density [13]. However, the average walking speed is
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about 1.34 m/s. The average speed of pedestrians crossing a street is about 1.28 m/s. The
speed of men is on average 10.9 % higher than that of women, making an average speed of
1.41 m/s for men and 1.27 m/s for women. Walking speed tends to be normally distributed
around the mean value with a standard deviation of 19.3 % [14]. In addition, Brogan and
Johnson analysed the acceleration and deceleration rates of pedestrians and found that
pedestrians slow down when turning around obstacles. In general, they “begin to decelerate
when 1.63 meters from the goal (…) [and] reach maximum speed at 1.82 meters from the
start” [9].
The minimal spatial requirements of a pedestrian are 40  40 cm, which means 6.25
persons per square meter [9, 11, 14]. Under normal conditions, the density is lower.
Weidmann reports that a density of 2 up to 2.9 persons per square meter is a normal case [14].
However, dynamic space requirements are larger than the static ones. Pedestrians need to
move their legs and a security distance headways with respect to the predecessor is also
required [7]. Thereby, a distance of 1 meter is postulated. The average walkway width is 0.71
m on even ground and 0.6 m on stairways [14]. However, one should note that space
requirements also depend on walking speed [7].
Pedestrians also keep a minimum distance to walls and obstacles, depending on the
structure of the wall and the freedom of movement. In corridors, the distance is 0.25 m to
concrete walls and 0.2 m to metal walls. On sidewalks, the distance to building walls is 0.45
m and 0.35 m to fences [14]. This distance decreases as walking speed and the pedestrian
density decrease [10]. Pedestrians who are resting, i.e. waiting for a train or lounging on a
beach, are distributed uniformly over the available area [10]. The density is locally higher
around particularly attractive places and lower with growing velocity deviation, i.e. on dance
floors [15, 16]. Groups are formed by individuals who know each another [10, 17]. These
groups behave similarly to single pedestrians, and the size of such groups is Poisson
distributed [10].
In general, interactions among pedestrians can be either unilateral or bilateral. The former
is described by only one pedestrian being able and required to avoid a collision and undertake
action. This type of interaction is most common in unidirectional walking flows. Bilateral
interactions are performed by two pedestrians meeting and subconsciously negotiating about
the best manoeuvre to avoid a collision. Wolff goes further and argues that a “high degree of
cooperation between pedestrians” is a fundamental part of the behaviour and condition to
enable walking and crowd motion [18]. Goffman describes that pedestrians only react to and
interact with others in a small circle around them. Individuals who are one or two persons
away are ignored [5].
However, in situations of panic, pedestrians’ behaviour changes in several ways. A “Panic
stampede is one of the most tragic collective behaviours” [10] since it often causes death and
injury as people are either crushed or trampled. Panic behaviour may be understandable in
life-threatening situations, i.e. evacuations, fire or attacks in crowded places, but it remains a
mystery in “cases of a rush for good seats at a pop concert” [10]. Despite the tragedy of such
disasters, their frequency is increasing due to our growing population, easier means of
transportation and larger and more frequent mass events such as concerts, demonstrations or
sport events [10]. In panic situations pedestrians become nervous, which sometimes leads to
blind actionist [10]. In general, individuals try to move faster than in normal situations, and
interactions with others become physical in nature. This often leads to pushing. Consequently,
moving becomes uncoordinated and inefficient, which often leads to congestion, especially at
exits and bottlenecks [19]. The physical interactions in jammed crowds can result in pressures
up to 4,500 Newton per square meter [10, 20, 21]. Moreover, pedestrians “tend to show
herding behaviour” [10] like following others or doing what others do and persons who are
injured or killed become “obstacles”, slowing down evacuation time [10].
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2.2 Macroscopic level
On a macroscopic level, self-organization and several collective patterns can be observed.
Thereby, spatial-temporal patterns [10] are not planned or controlled externally i.e. by signs,
conventions or rules, they emerge due to non-linear interactions among pedestrians. One of
the best known and empirically observed patterns is the formation of lanes [15, 22, 23], which
is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Formation of lanes in crowds with opposite walking direction [10].

These lanes consist of pedestrians walking in the same direction in counter flow areas.
Such scenarios may appear in narrow corridors aboard ships, at pedestrian traffic lights, in
shopping malls or in train stations. There are many interactions in bidirectional pedestrian
flows, where each individual involved in an encounter moves to the side a bit in order to pass
the others. This leads to segregation, which is quite effective as it minimizes the frequency
and magnitude of sidesteps. The number of lanes depends on the width of the available space,
the density and the noise level [10, 15]. The connection between the width of the street and
the number of lanes is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Average number of lanes emerging on a walkway with varying widths [13].

The stability of lanes decreases with growing rates of fluctuation [10, 13]. To optimize the
efficiency and stabilize the lanes, one could place several columns to serve a function similar
to that a wall and prevent fluctuations between the lanes [10].
Another pattern occurs at bottlenecks such as doors or narrow passages. Oscillations of
the walking direction at bottlenecks were observed, when people do not panic [13, 15]. Once
a pedestrian is able to pass through a narrow passage, others are easily able to follow him.
Meanwhile the number and pressure at the other side of the bottleneck increases and
consequently the chance of passing grows. The stream of passing pedestrians ends in a
deadlock situation after which the walking direction at the narrowing changes [21]. Fig. 5
illustrates this oscillatory change.
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Figure 5: Oscillations of the passing direction at bottlenecks [10].

At intersections of pedestrian streams, one could observe several nondurable selforganized patterns. Unstable phases of vertical or horizontal crossing alternate with temporary
roundabout traffic, as shown in Fig. 6. This roundabout traffic may cause small detours, but is
more efficient on average than the alternatives of frequent deceleration, stopping and
collision-avoidance.

Figure 6: Self-organized, short-lived roundabout traffic in intersecting pedestrian streams [10].

In several articles, it has been conjectured that “pedestrian crowds behave similar to gases
or fluids” [10]. These analogies with gas- or fluid-kinetic may especially work well in
standard situations [10, 16]. In cases of panic, the situation might change. Helbing does not
assume or imply that pedestrians in panic behave relentlessly or asocial [10]. Although this
may sometimes be true for pedestrians, the following characteristic features [10] are caused
by other reasons. First of all, individuals become nervous, which results in a higher rate of
fluctuations. Second, in order to escape from the source of panic, individuals speed up and
strive for a higher velocity. Furthermore, people in complex situations often do not know
what the right thing to do is. This leads to a kind of herding behaviour, where people orient
themselves according the actions of their neighbours. This described behaviour, which was
also mentioned in section 2.1, leads to the collective effect in panic situations.
Due to the higher rates of fluctuations caused by the pedestrians’ nervousness and the
crowd density in general, the lanes in bidirectional flows are destroyed. But instead of a
“disordered gaseous state” [10], a solid and blocked state is formed [22]. Helbing et al. [10]
call this paradoxical transition “freezing by heating”. Fig. 7 illustrates this effect in a corridor.

Figure 7: Formation of a blocked, "frozen" state in panic situations [10].
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This blocked state is not what one would expect as an equilibrium, but is rather a
metastable state with structural perturbations [10].
At exits, the outflow of pedestrians is coordinated and regular if the desired velocities are
normal. In panic and rush situations with desired speeds of 1.5 m/s and more, one could
observe arch-like blocking of the exit and clogging, as shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: Arch-like clogging at an exit [10].

When the arches break due to the increasing pressure of pedestrians, individuals leave in
“avalanche-like bunches” [10, 22]. With increasing desired velocities, time to escape the room
is increasing as well. Moreover, individuals get injured due to the rising pressure which
increases the escape time again. Fig. 9 illustrates this relation. Injuries happen if the “sum of
the magnitudes of the radial forces acting on them (the pedestrians) divided by their
circumference exceeds a pressure of 1600 Nm” [10, 21]. Finally, pedestrians increase the
average time to pass the bottleneck if they increase their desired velocities and start rushing
and pushing. This effect, which is referred to as “faster-is-slower-effect” [10], is especially
tragic in life-threatening situations.

Figure 9: Analysis of evacuation scenarios [10].

The time needed for 200 people to leave a room decreases under normal conditions with
increasing desired velocities. Desired speeds above 1.5 m/s reduce the efficiency of leaving.
At desired velocities of 5 m/s more people are injured [10]. This phenomenon could be
avoided by constructing public places with a minimum number of bottlenecks. However, such
jamming may also occur at widenings, as is shown in Fig. 10. In the given case, the desired
velocities are 2 m/s, the corridor is 3 m wide and 15 m long, in the middle it is 9 m wide.
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Figure 10: Jamming in a corridor with a wider area [10].

Pedestrians with a higher desired velocity try to overtake others in the wider area. The end
of that area is similar to a bottleneck and pedestrians try to squeeze again in the mainstream
which leads to jams. This effect occurs when the corridor is narrow, the density of pedestrians
is high and desired velocities are different or high in general [10].
Panic with all the described results could also occur without any obvious reason [10, 15].
This so-called “phantom panic” occurs due to the “faster-is-slower” effect described above. If
a crowd intends to leave, a small counter flow of pedestrians could cause delays [20]. Stopped
pedestrians in the back of the crowd cannot see the reason for the slowdown, become
impatient and start pushing. To prevent this effect, one should have wide enough exits and no
counter flows if big crowds want to leave [24].

3. ENVIRONMENT SPACE
Pedestrian behaviour has often been modelled for several reasons. Simulations can help to
understand crowd behaviour better or to analyse macroscopic and collective patterns.
Furthermore, one could i.e. simulate evacuation scenarios in advance to increase quality in the
planning of public buildings and plazas. Therefore, some existing approaches are described in
this section.
To achieve complex behaviour, stochastic description is often chosen instead of a
deterministic one [25]. In complex situations, even a minor change in the environment or
minor events could lead to very different behaviour which would be very difficult to describe
using a deterministic approach. The stochastic approach considers that one does not usually
have full knowledge about the system and its dynamics. Furthermore, average processes are
described and questions about the probability of a certain event can be answered [25]. It is not
necessary for a reliable simulation to know how a certain pedestrian acts, i.e. whether he/she
will turn left at the next opportunity or not. It is sufficient to know what percentage of
pedestrians turn left.
Most models use a microscopic approach which models the individual behaviour of a
pedestrian. All macroscopic behaviour is a result of the interactions among the pedestrians.
This approach could usually be divided into space-discrete and space-continuous. The main
difference is about the motion and the physical dimensions of a pedestrian [26]. In spacecontinuous models a person could have any bodily dimension and move freely in the available
space. In space-discrete is discretized and pedestrians move on a lattice. Consequently, the
shape and dimension is limited by the cell-size and the motion occurs from cell to cell, similar
to chess. Discrete models are perfectly suited for high-performance computing and
mathematical analysis. On the other hand, continuous models are based on coupled
differential equations, which can often only be solved numerically and are therefore harder to
analyse mathematically [25]. In addition, space-discrete as space-continuous models are
discrete in time.
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3.1 Space-discrete models
Space-discrete models are very close to the “general strategy of modelling (elementary) forces
on a microscopic level” [25]. One example are active walker models [12]. Here the pedestrian
modifies the path he or she is taking and leaves a trace. These models could be used to
describe trail formation, for example. Discrete models for pedestrian dynamics have been
developed in [1]. Most work has focused on the occurrence of selected collective effects of
pedestrian behaviour, e.g. jamming with growing density. Schadschneider developed a type of
cellular automaton which can reproduce all collective patterns [25]. He uses an idea similar to
chemotaxis to implement the interactions among pedestrians. Every individual leaves a virtual
trace which influences the motion and action of other pedestrians. He generalizes this idea to
a “so-called floor field” which includes the virtual trace and a static component. The latter
does not change with time and is used to model walls, preferred areas or obstacles.
Pedestrians react to both kinds of floor fields. For more information and a detailed model
description see reference [25]. Kretz took the same approach and published the “Floor fieldand agent-based simulation tool model”. He also reviewed some other discrete pedestrian
models [13].
3.2 Space-continuous models
Space-continuous models are very realistic in representing physical dimensions and motion.
Many different simulation models have been developed in the past decades, i.e., queueing
models [27] or route choice models [28]. According to the above-mentioned approach that
pedestrians behave similar to gases or fluids, Henderson proposed a model as well [10]. One
continuous model developed by Helbing et al. is very well known and will be described in the
following. They proposed a so-called social force model [9, 10], which suggests that
pedestrians are subject to social forces. These forces are not directly exerted by the
environment to the pedestrian’s body. “It is rather the quantity that describes the concrete
motivation to act” [9] and the direction and amount of behavioural changes. These social
forces are put into mathematical terms requiring vector additivity of the forces that represent
different environmental influences [9, 19]. The central equation of motion describes the
change of the location xi (t) of pedestrian i at time t [10]:
𝑑𝑥𝑖 (𝑡)
= 𝑣𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(1)

Furthermore, if fi (t) denotes the sum of all forces influencing pedestrian i, mi is the mass
and i (t) are individual fluctuations, the velocity vi (t) changes are given by the term of
acceleration [10].
𝑚𝑖

𝑑𝑣𝑖
= 𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) + ξ𝑖 (𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(2)

Moreover, Helbing formulates equations for acceleration, deceleration, a repulsive effect
to other pedestrians, an attractive effect towards window displays or special attractions and an
equation for the joining behaviour of friends, families or tourist groups. All these equations
can be seen in references [9, 10, 19]. The model was used and further developed according to
different approaches, for example in combination with a genetic fuzzy system in order to
research pedestrian’s steering behaviour under normal circumstances through a built
environment. Thereby, the social force model is used to quantify the environmental stimuli
[29].
Furthermore, Gipps and Marksjö proposed a discrete model called the “micro simulation
model for pedestrian flows” [30] that analyses individual behaviour of entities, while Qiu and
Hu concentrate on group structures in pedestrian crowds [31]. The authors claim, that a
cluster of pedestrians can lead to slower movement and its consideration in models would
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therefore improve results, especially in constrained areas [31]. The pedestrian behaviour on a
micro view for pedestrian flow through unusual space was studied by Guo and Tang [32]. The
authors analysed pedestrian behaviour on walkways with corners, where the crowd forms
different shapes. The paper concludes that the shape of a corner influences the crowd
behaviour strongly, for example each increasing turning angle of a corner makes the
pedestrian queue become more and more unordered [32].

4. BEHAVIOUR TYPE
Classical models have shown good results in modelling pedestrian behaviour but some
limitations of these models remain [33]. Most environments have dynamic properties and
some unpredictable situations could occur potentially. Those cases make it difficult to model
and simulate pedestrian behaviour realistically [34]. Assuming a same set of rules for every
case, it is not possible for simulated pedestrians to learn from each other and from the
environment, like a human would [33]. To overcome these limitations, researchers and
scientists have tried to develop new models based on learning techniques, called learningbased models.
In this section, some existing models will be described and discussed in two categories:
classical (pre-programed) and modern (learning-based) models. Like previously mentioned,
they use the microscopic approach and are discrete in time.
4.1 Pre-programed behaviour
Teknomo et al. [35] divided the classical microscopic pedestrian simulation models into three
different categories: benefit cost cellular, magnetic force models and social force models. On
the other hand Zheng et al. [4] discussed existing models for crowd evacuation based on
seven methodological approaches: cellular automata models, lattice gas models, social force
models, agent-based models, fluid dynamic models, game theoretic models and approaches
based on experiments with animals, where the last three approaches have not gained much
attention with low number of publications and citations. For comparison, Table I shows some
well-known and frequently cited models in three categories based on pedestrian interactions
properties. They are force-, grid- and agent-based models [33]. Cellular automata, lattice gas
models belong to grid-based models.
Table I: Microscopic rule-based models [35].
Approach

Grid-based

Force-based

Agent-based

Source
Burstedde et al. [36]
Blue and Adler [37]
Höcker et al. [38]
Kirchner and
Schadschneider [39]
Rogsch [26]
Chraibi et al. [40]
Helbing and Molnar [16]
Mehran et al. [41]
Pelechano et al. [42]
Toyama et al. [43]
Brau et al. [44]

Space
Discrete
Discrete
Discrete

Typical Behaviour
Evacuation, lane formation
Bi-directional movement
Path finding

Discrete

Evacuation, Arch-like clogging

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Discrete
Continuous
Discrete
Continuous

Clogging, faster-is-slower, mass behaviour
Oscillations, overlapping
Lane formation, oscillatory change
Abnormal behaviour
Queuing, pushing
Lane formation, herding, obstacle avoidance
Decision, escape, risk
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4.2 Learning-based behaviour
To tackle the difficult relationship between individual behaviour and group behaviour in
microscopic models, Martinez-Gil et al. [34] designed a Multi-Agent ReinforcementLearning-based pedestrian simulation framework called MARL-Ped. Thereby, each agent
learns to navigate autonomously in the environment based on a model-free reinforcement
learning algorithm. The authors proposed two learning algorithms based on vector
quantization and Q-learning, one of the most popular reinforcement learning techniques [7].
The first one, IN-VQQ has a fixed number of agents while the other one, IT-VQQ increases
the number of agents after each iteration. Vector quantization was used to generate the states
of the model. Q learning, was used in the learning process of the agents, which was the key to
get realistic agent’s behaviour [34]. The model and its results are comparable to the original
work of Helbing [7, 12]. Recently, Ma et al. [33] developed a novel approach based on
artificial neural network with a multi-layered preceptor (ANN-MLP) which allows them to
build a non-linear, adaptive and open model. In this article, they applied a semiautomatic
approach developed by Teknomo [45] to extract pedestrian data from a video and used it for
the training and testing process. This seems an interesting approach to gain data for learningbased models since the pedestrian data is almost classified and therefore almost unavailable.
Not long ago, Barlas et al. likewise introduced a very useful tool called KE. This tool aims at
achieving the automation of generating input data for simulation models based on exiting data
sources. It follows the Core Manufacturing Simulation Data standard, which is widely cited in
the simulation literature [46].
There are not so much learning-based models as pre-programed models. Furthermore,
these models have also got less attention from researcher and scientists according to the
number of publications and citations. This could be explained by how recent the learning
techniques researched are. There is still limited application possibility for simulation models.
For clarification proposes, some well-known models are shown in Table II.
Table II: Microscopic learning-based models.
Source

Space

Category

Learning techniques

Ma et al. [33]
Martinez-Gil et
al. [34]
Zainuddin and
Aik [47]

Continuous

Agent-based

Continuous

Agent-based

Discrete

Grid-based,
Agent-based

Neural network
Reinforcement
learning
Probabilistic neural
network

Oliver et al. [48]

Discrete

Agent-based

Machine learning

Typical Behaviour
Both-directional movement
Navigation
Evacuation
Walk together, follow, reach
target, change direction

5. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In the paper at hand, an overview of existing knowledge about modelling the behaviour of
pedestrians in public areas is given. How do pedestrians move and how is the interaction with
others? What is the average speed and how much space does an individual require in different
situations? What happens in situations of panic? All these questions are answered in section 2.
Moreover, in section 2 various collective phenomena such as lane formation in bidirectional
flows, oscillation at bottlenecks and self-organization effects at intersections are shown. In
panic situations like an evacuation, collective patterns change and need to be modelled
differently. Lanes break down to a blocked and “frozen” state, arch-like clogging at
bottlenecks were observed and jamming in corridors with widenings is not unusual. In
general, the faster-is-slower effect occurs in situations of panic, and huge pressure is built up
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by pushing pedestrians, often leading to injury or even death. Not considering these effects in
simulations would lead to wrong results and dangerous implications.
In section 3 and section 4, some modelling approaches are presented according to their
environment space and behaviour type. Some of them focused on specific effects of human
behaviour; others tried to be as realistic as possible. Each approach was chosen for answering
specific research questions, which needs to be considered in the evaluation. Nevertheless, a
good and realistic model should be able to reproduce all the above-mentioned collective
patterns. Learning-based modelling approaches might be used to build more realistic models
but there is a serious lack of data for the learning techniques available. A model should also
not only depend on artificial data and assumptions because it might lightly represent the
subjective opinion of the model builder. Many approaches have been developed to overcome
this problem. Collecting and analysing pedestrian data using camera and sensor seems the
most useful one. For example, Helbing et al. [49] have analysed a video recording disaster of
more than two million pedestrians during the Hajj to gain the data for his model, which
became one of the most popular crowd disaster models. Unfortunately, the price for such
solution is still very high, as reported by Miovision – one of the most trusted data platforms
[50]. However, modelling and simulation is an excellent approach in planning and optimizing
pedestrian areas. It could help to make public areas, i.e. buildings, offices, train stations,
ships, etc., more secure by reducing evacuation time and optimizing evacuation routes.
Moreover, a simulation can cover different scenarios and is less dangerous and less expensive
than real experiments.
For future research, we suggest the collection of more detailed data and information on
behaviour in panic situations. This could help to make models even more realistic and
feasible. For example, more complex interactions between pedestrians or acoustic information
exchange could be adopted. Also, smoke, toxicities and other things that affect pedestrians’
perception, mental strength and consciousness could be analysed and adapted to models.
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